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Product information
HORADAM® watercolours

The colour concept of HORADAM® AQUARELL  
watercolour boxes

The colour combination - the palette of an artist - mostly follows esthetical guidelines - and also - the practical use. Manufactur-
ers of artists' colours have to consider and follow a didactical purpose of the colour selection for best possible mixing results. 
Other important factors are transparency and lightfastness. When composing the standard boxes - those are the long metal 
sets - the lightfastness and transparency of the selection are as important as the coloristical choice and the mixing options of 
the included colours. 

Basic composition HORADAM® watercolour boxes consisting of 12 colour shades.
Five boxes are available: 74 112 (5 ml), 74 312 (1/1 pans), 74 012 and 74 412 (1/2 pans), 74 512 (15 ml)

The combination of the basic colours in Schmincke HORADAM® watercolour boxes for 12 colours has been conceived with 
particular care since this represents the basic assortment of all sets except in the case of lemon yellow, which has 3 stars - 
sufficient lightfastness - and which does not exist in a more lightfast version in this colour characteristic; all other colours have 
high and highest lightfastness, (i.e. 4 and 5 stars). For all general uses their combination allows greatest possible creative 
space. The upper row contains 3 basic colours in a double version: once as a cooler and once as a warmer colour. This allows 
clear and clean mixing with the respective neighbouring tones (224 + 349 respectively 353 + 494 or 492 + 215).

215 (cold)
Lemon yellow

494 (warm)
Ultramarine finest

224 (warm) 
Cadmium yellow 
light

349 (warm) 
Cadmium red 
light

353 (cold) Perma-
nent carmine

492 (cold) 
Prussian blue

519
Phthalo green

534
Permanent green 
olive

655
Yellow ochre

649
English Venetian 
red

663
Sepia brown

780
Ivory black

The position of the artists' colours in the colour circle (here 
the 3 basic colours: yellow, red and blue, each in a cool and 
warm tone: lemon yellow 215, cadmium yellow light 224, 
cadmium red light 349, permanent carmine 353, ultramarine 
finest 494 and Prussian blue 492). 
Yellow is the most delicate colour. Even little additions of 
other colours result in extreme changes in its hue. It makes 
practical sense to double the yellows using 2 colours rela-
tively close to each other, namely lemon yellow and cadmi-
um yellow. Yellow not only gets dirty easily, it is also used 
up relatively fast compared to other colours. Colours with 
a bigger difference in hue may look more attractive in the 
box but are less practical. In the colour circle the cadmium 
yellow fulfills the function of the basic colour yellow. Mixed 
with a little bit of red it will glow in the warmest tones.

215

492

224

349

353
494
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• Cadmium red light is almost an orange hue. This corresponds to its mixing properties. In the colour circle permanent 
carmine is closest  to the basic colour red. To achieve clear violet shades we recommend mixing with permanent 
carmine.

• There are also 2 blues, a cooler one (Prussian blue) and a warmer tone (ultramarine finest). When used in a pure, 
unmixed way, they differ considerably in their influence, for example, when used to paint skies, even though they are 
very close to each other in the colour circle.

• The Iower row offers "service" colours which make sense. A green hue can also be obtained by mixing yellow and blue, 
but its availability as a clear colour facilitates painting especially in free nature.

• Phthalo green is a very interesting mixing colour. It enlarges the possibilities in the cool, clear category compared to 
permanent green olive. In addition it is best suited to paint i.e. doors, windows and ocean in the Mediterranean.

• Permanent green olive is also very useful for mixing. The addition of different earth colours produces lively and natural 
green shades.

• The choice of the earth colours is orientated according to the colour circle: Yellow ochre is a more yellowish tone - 
also suited for sand and walls. English Venetian red as a reddish tone is often used for roof tiles and red brick. Sepia 
brown is a blackish dark brown with a lively character which very often can replace black at least in mixtures with blue.

• Ivory black - almost like white - is a very questionable water colour. In former times black was not considered to be 
a permissible watercolour. In mixtures it normally dirties other shades, mixed with blue it is often used to paint bad 
weather situations.

Mixture of 534 Permanent green olive 
with 655 Yellow ochre, 649 English 
Venetian red with 663 Sepia brown.

Mixture of 494 Ultra-
marine finest with 
780 Ivory black.

74 312
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Composition of HORADAM® watercolour painting sets: 
Principle: The set of 12 is inclueded in the set of 18, 18 is inclueded in the set of 24, 24 is inclueded in 36 and 36 in 48.

215 
 

494224 349 353 492

519 
 

534 
 

655 
 

649 663 780 

18 colours:
74 118 (5 ml) and 
74 318 (1/1 pans)

214 533 229 661 474 479 

24 colours:
74 224 (5ml), 
74 324 (1/1 pans) 
and 74 524 
(1/2 pans)213 366 352 485 475 524

209 218 363 495 482 480

528

+ 6

525 221 645 668 784

36 colours: 
74 436 
(1/2 pans)

220 217 354 371 484101 48 colours:
74 448 and 
74 548
(1/2 pans)509 782 893 894787

+ 6

+ 12

+ 12

12 colours:
74 112 (5 ml), 
74 312 (1/1 pans), 
74 012 and 74 412 
(1/2 pans), 
74 512 (15 ml) 

The described product attributes and application examples have been tes-
ted in the Schmincke laboratory. The information is based on our current 
state of technical findings and experience. Due to the diversity of applica-
tions in terms of painting techniques, materials and working conditions, 
as well as numerous possible influences, this information is based on a 
general application range. A legally binding guarantee of specific attributes 
or the suitability for a specific usage purpose cannot be derived from our in-
formation; therefore the use of the products must be adapted to the users' 
individual conditions and tested in trials. For this reason, we cannot provide 
a warranty for product attributes and/or assume liability for damages that 

occur in connection with the use of our products.
By the way:  Specifics for handling and product safety you will find on our 
website www.schmincke.de  (e.g. download/safety data sheets). 

For special questions please don´t hesitate to ask our team in the lab! 
The best way to get in contact with them is via mail at:
laborteam@schmincke.de.  


